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Four Days, Six Questions

!Day One: Why do animals have moods?
!Day Two: How did animals evolve 

depressed mood as an adaptive response 
to social stressors? 

!Day Three: Why and how does mood 
regulation go awry in the human 
depressive mood disorders? 

!Day Four: How is disordered depressed 
mood treated? Why is there an increasing 
prevalence of depression in “Gen Z”? What 
to do about it?
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" Day Three and Day Four: 
! The Penthouse
Human normal and disordered low 
mood (clinical depression)

" Day Two: 
! Higher Floors The Social Risk 

Hypothesis, 
! Lower Floors The Social Competition 

Hypothesis
The evolution of normal low mood

" Day One: 
! “The Foundation of Mood”:
Mood as a primitive regulator of 
animal behavior

Four Talks: From the foundation to the 
penthouse of “a phylogenetic building”



Review: Yes,  the stress response is “non-specific”, but...
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...some psychological stressors have special effects on mood.
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Humiliation

Entrapment

Loss

Defeat

depressed mood



Using evolution to make sense of things...
“Everything is the way it is because it got that way that way”D’Arcy Thompson

So why is depressed mood the way it is?

Phylogeny
Or...things being the way 
they are because of 
common ancestry. 

“Similarity is older than 
difference” Gregory Bateson

Adaptation
Things being the way they are 
because thru natural selection, 
what works sticks around. 

“Biology is not just like 
engineering; it is engineering.” Daniel 
Dennett
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Using evolution to make sense of things...
“Everything is the way it is because it got that way that way”D’Arcy Thompson

Phylogeny
Things being the way they are 
because of common ancestry. “

“Similarity is older than 
difference” Gregory Bateson

Adaptation
Or...things being the way 
they are because, via 
natural selection what 
works sticks around. 

“Biology is not just like 
engineering; it is 
engineering.” Daniel Dennett
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Imagining phylogenetic time-depth: 
Human mood is like a fancy penthouse apartment
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The mood apartment is built on layers of evolved mechanistic structure 
that we share with recent evolutionary relatives..
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...down to a rough, simple foundation of mood that we 
share with many (most?) animals.
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The Foundation: Mood as a 
primitive regulator of animal 
behavior, in general

How can we tell animal mood 

across species ?



How can you tell animal mood? 
In monkeys, easy - just look.



In lab rodents, by noticing social and appetitive 
behavior over time. 

(For example, after experimental stressors, such as Social Defeat)
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For animals very dissimilar to us, we can assess mood via 
“cognitive bias”. 

" Because “Similarity is older than 
difference”, if we find similarities amongst 
very different species, it suggests they 
are of great phylogenetic depth (“The 
Foundation”)

" The construct of “cognitive bias” has
been detected in many species, even in 
invertebrates. It allows a scientific 
definition of “mood”.

" Cognitive biases are tendencies to  
interpret ambiguous situations
optimistically vs. pessimisticallyj
! Imagine being invited to an iffy party... and 

deciding whether to go when you are feeling 
down, vs. feeling up.

" Cognitive biases allow assessing not 
not only the effects of “bad stress”, but  
also the effects of “the opposite of 
stress”.
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Sample of studies measuring cognitive bias in birds, rats, 
pigs, and... honeybees
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The cognitive bias paradigm in honeybees
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Pessimistic bees video
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Stressed bees were more likely to classify ambiguous stimuli as predicting 
punishment: A depressive cognitive bias
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Are bug moods homologous with human moods? 
Well, what is homology?

Classically, it was all about morphology 
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...but the concept of homology expanded to
behavioral homology
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behavioral homology includes us...
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The concept of homology expanded to
“deep homology” after the discovery of Hox genes. 

" Some genes active in 
embryological development  for 
are similar across phyla that 
have evolved separately for a 
long, long time...

" “Within the animal kingdom, 
Hox genes are present across 
the bilateria... This implies that 
Hox genes arose over 550 
million years ago.”

" You are very different from a 
fly, but you too are a bilaterian.



Expanding the concept of homology:
Is there a deep behavioral homology also?

" Physiological similarities also 
suggest “something like” 
deep homology of 
emotion/mood
! “The early bilaterian brain also 

used transmitters to regulate 
arousal (serotonin) and reward 
learning (dopamine).” 1

! There may be a “..conserved role 
for serotonergic 
neurotransmission...mediating 
social behavior in octopus” 2

" Behavioral findings relating 
stressors and “opposite of 
stressors” to “cognitive biases” 
exist for vertebrates and 
invertebrates



But again... why are 
we talking about 
bug moods ?
• They suggest that 

mood-like phenomena 
“highly conserved”:

(“Similarity is older than 
difference.”)

• ...and possibly, 
homologous with our
”mood machinery”.

• Note the same or 
similar monoamines: 
5-HT (serotonin) and 
OA (octopamine -
the norepinephrine
of invertebrates) 
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Graphical abstract from Octopamine mediates sugar relief 
from a chronic-stress-induced depression-like state in 
Drosophila

Another deep-phylogeny teaser: Flies, depression, 
serotonin...



Where Affective Neuroscience 
meets   Behavioral Ecology 
meets Engineering Robotics

Stress, Evolution and Mood at
“The Foundation” ####



The Evolutionary Origins of Mood and Its Disorders 



The Evolutionary Origins 
of Mood and Its Disorders 

(Yipes! Highly theoretical
Behavioral Ecology!)

Why love this paper that is of 
no apparent use for 

neuroscience that studies 
mechanisms? Nor apparently 
useful for practical psychiatry? 

Because it’s a “first principles” 
inquiry that could clarify some 
complexities in neuroscience, 
and the conceptual mess that 

is psychiatry...
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Think of the most basic emotions as signal detectors

" Emotions are “...cognitive, motivational and physiological 
changes triggered by the appraisal of environmental 
situations”, changes that allocate and marshal the 
individual’s cognitive and behavioral resources towards the 
most immediately important, fitness-relevant priorities given 
the current state of the world.” 

" Think of emotions working like detectors: Input #Output
! Input : Event in the state-of-the-world # Output : Cognitive, 

physiological and motivational changes that are adaptive for coping
with - or taking advantage of - whatever triggered the input . 

" Emotions detect and respond (later we’ll contrast this with 
what moods do).

" (Remember we are at “The Foundation”, so “emotions” here 
are only basic emotions). 



Engineering logic of emotions-as-detectors: 
Detection Thresholds

" Organisms are constantly pelted with noisy information, 
whose interpretation is always uncertain – only 
probabilistically associated with “what’s-really-out-there”. 
Examples:
! Rustling noise in the forest... A patch of red, way across the 

valley...your friend ignores you passing by... an appealing stranger 
smiles...your S.O. takes forever to text back...

" But decisions whether to respond must be made, 
regardless of uncertainty! The signal-within-the-noise could
be crucial for fitness or survival. 

" Thus organisms must “decide” how much information to 
gather before “firing the detector” (mobilizing a response). 



Four conditions of signal detection decisions
and how thresholds affect responses: Two correct, two incorrect 

(errors of omission, errors of comission)

X is the case X is not the case

Responds
as if X 
were the 
case Hit !  ✔ False alarm...

Responds
as if X 
were not
the case

Miss... Correctly abstaining 
from responding ✔



What is a detector’s optimal threshold (“trigger happiness)?  
An intuitive story: Imagine a smoke detector...

X is the case X is not the case

Responds
as if X 
were the 
case Hit !  ✔ False alarm...

Respond
s as if X 
were not
the case 

Miss... Correctly abstaining 
from responding ✔

Beep! Beep! 

Beep!



From smoke detectors to how animals should set optimal detection thresholds
(More intuitive argument so we can skip the engineering math... )
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From emotions as detectors to moods:
The engineering (adaptationist) challenge

Suppose that...
Stressors  (punishments) tend to 
clump together as “bad times” 
and...
Rewards (“the opposite of 
stress”) clump together as 
“good times”.

Engineering question: 
How would you set thresholds 
to trigger emotions (that only 

detect-and-respond moment–
to-moment), so that the new 

thresholds usefully predict and 
prepare, now that you know 
that Stressors and Rewards

clump together?
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Mood as adjustment of detection thresholds:
Preparing behavior for the future

" Appraising repeated stimuli as punishments triggers negative emotions 
- and sets a lower threshold for detection (and acting upon) 
future punishment. 
Thus, a series of punishments lead to anxious mood that persists despite 
no immediate punishment. (Anxious mood, i.e. vigilant attention-bias to threats, hyper-arousal etc.)

" Appraising repeated stimuli as rewards triggers positive 
emotions- and sets a lower threshold for detecting (and “going 
for”) future reward
Thus a series of rewards lead to elevated mood that persists despite 
no immediate rewards. (Elevated mood, i.e quick  to initiate reward-approach, optimistic 

cognitive bias, etc)

" (A link to “learned helplessness”:  Repeated futility of effort may 
compute as unexpected absence of Reward – ie as Punishment..  )



Classifying moods

" Notice, we have two independent variables:
!Threshold to detect/respond to Punishment
!Threshold to detect/respond to Reward

" Two independent variables cry out for plotting on x 
and y axes – so let’s do so...
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A 2D framework for classifying moods
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Threshold for responding to possible RewardThreshold
for responding to possible 

Punishment

High

High

Anxious and depressed

Not anxious, and not depressed (elevated)Not anxious, but depressed

Not depressed (elevated), but anxious

😐 😐



A 2D framework for classifying moods. 
The line x=y captures subjective valence – disliking to liking
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Threshold for responding to possible Reward

Threshold
for responding to possible 

Punishment

High

High

😐😐



A definition of “mood” that applies from bugs to humans

" “Moods are relatively enduring states that arise when negative 
or positive experience in one context or time period adjusts the 
individual’s threshold for responding to potentially negative or 
positive events in subsequent contexts or time periods.”
! (Notice, consciousness not needed! Think of blindsight...)

" Unlike emotions, moods are detached from any one immediate
triggering stimulus –their proximate cause appears to be an 
integrative function of the organism’s emotional experiences over 
time.  

" Moods “spill over” emotional states beyond current events or 
context. Moods make a bet that “here and now ” will apply to 
“then and there”.
Emotions detect and respond; moods integrate to prepare. 

" But, we still haven’t answered the central adaptationist
question: What’s the point of “integrating”?  Of ”spilling over”?



Rewards and Punishments “clumping together”, or
The autocorrelation of the world

" So... mood induced by stimuli biases judgment about later, “unrelated” 
stimuli. Why would this make sense? Why not evaluate each situation as it 
comes, at immediate face value? We must figure out why this BIASED 
JUDGMENT could promote ADAPTIVE behavior. 

" Because of the basic structure of the universe! Punishments clump together as 
“bad times” and rewards clump together as “good times”, because

The world is generally autocorrelated...
(i.e, today’s world predicts tomorrow’s)

( An idea so dumb, it’s deep... )

" Thus our emotion system should exploit this information  and set detection 
thresholds accordingly – to optimally allocate effort. 

Having emotions but no moods would be like flying blind.

Notice: So far, we’ve talked about the probability of rewards and punishments “out in the world”. What about what kind of 
shape the organism is in?39



The physical condition of the organism is also autocorrelated
(Lame today, likely lame tomorrow...)

" Physical condition is not relevant to the probability of rewards and 
punishmenst, but it does affect the value (costs vs. profits) of signal 
detection decisions. For example: 
! Costly false negatives in the domain of predation if you are lame (hobbled 

escape... )
! Costly  false positives in the domain of foraging when poorly nourished 

(wasted effort...) 

" Notice, physical infirmity means that individuals are both less able to 
cope with threats, and less able to risk wasted energy failing at reward
capture. 
! A psychological prediction: Being weak, lame, or sick should  make both anxious and 

depressed moods more likely.

" So, the autocorrelation of the organism’s condition makes carrying 
over the impact reward and punishment adaptive (makes a further case for 
adjusting detection thresholds).



Now, “the organism’s condition” might mean more than just 
”health of the body”...

" Highly social organisms don’t just have a “physical 
condition”, they also have a social condition that also 
autocorrelates from today to tomorrow.

(Low status today, likely low status tomorrow.)

" (We’ll see how the social condition of the organism plays 
the key role indeed in determining mood, when we study 
the two “middle of the high-rise” hypotheses).

Extra credit (unofficial 😉 ...) for Office Hours discussion!
Help Dr. Ozores reconcile this theory (“The Foundation of Mood”) with “upper floor theories” of
the evolution of mood that we’ll discuss next time: How can animal models of “stress - causes-
depression” use what seem like “punishments” to elicit depression, instead of anxiety? (To get you
started: Maybe stressors like tail suspension may “compute as” lameness/bad physical
condition/helplessness? Social defeat, more than punishment, may compute as futility of effort
and low status? For humans, “bad news” or losses are not “punishment” but predictors of “bad
times / low chance of goal-attainment rewards” coming? (For example, getting a bad grade...)



”The Foundation of Mood” Summary

" Why do we call it “The Foundation”? Because no more basic factors 
governing animal behavior are conceivable than reward and punishment, 
the condition of the organism, and the autocorrelations of the world 
and the condition of the self.

" Emotions detect and respond to “good and bad”, to rewards and 
punishments here and now.  Moods integrate information about such 
frequency of  rewards and punishments “out in the environment”, and the 
condition of the organism, fine-tuning how to allocate effort by setting 
detection thresholds. 

Takeaways:
Emotions detect and respond.

Moods integrate to predict and prepare.
Moods track the propitiousness of situations.

Moods “represent the momentum of the world”.


